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      What is Visual Dialog?

• Answer a sequence of questions grounded in an image
• Image and dialog history as a context

Credit: visualdialog.org

http://visualdialog.org
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      Quick Preview

• Semi-supervised learning approach for Visual Dialog

• Generate visually-grounded dialog data for unlabeled Web images

• Leveraging the dialog data improves overall performance, adversarial robustness …

Caption: Giraffes are grazing…
QA1: How many giraffes? Two
QA2: …
QA3: …

Unlabeled Images Artificial Visual Dialog Dataset



      Motivation

• Prior work has trained the dialog agents solely on VisDial data via supervised 
learning or leveraged pre-training on related vision-and-language datasets.

• How can the dialog agent expand its knowledge beyond what it can acquire via 
supervised learning or self-supervised pre-training on the provided datasets?

• We propose a semi-supervised learning approach, called Generative Self-Training 
(GST), that artificially generates multi-turn visual QA data and utilizes the synthetic 
data for training. 



      Generative Self-Training (GST)



      Teacher & Questioner Training

Given VisDial data

① We first train teacher model       by minimizing the negative log likelihood 
of the ground-truth answers  

② Similarly, we train the question generation model 



      Model Architecture of Teacher & Questioner



      Unlabeled In-Domain Image Retrieval
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      Visually-Grounded Dialogue Generation

Given unlabeled images and the captions, the questioner and the teacher generate the dialogs

For 3.6M images, 36M QA pairs are generated (1 image + 10 QA pairs)

Decoding strategy: Top-k sampling(k=7) with temperature 0.7



      Student Training

We propose perplexity-based data selection (PPL) and multimodal consistency regularization 

(MCR) to effectively train the artificially generated dialog dataset



      Iterative Training

The student model at -th iteration as a teacher model at ( )-th iteration
Repeats the third and fourth steps up to 3 times  

i i + 1



Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) -  

Recall@k, k  {1, 5, 10} - existence of ground truth answer in top-k ranked list 

Mean Rank (Mean) - mean rank of the ground truth answer


Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) - answer relevance
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Answer options : [“two”, “yes”, “probably”, “no”, “yes it is”]

Ground-truth relevances : [0, 1.0, 0.5, 0, 1.0] (collecting dense annotations)

Ideal ranking of answer options : [“yes”, “yes it is”, “probably”, “two”, “no”]

Submitted ranking of answer options : [“yes”, “yes it is”, “two”, “probably”, “no”]
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≈
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1.88

≈ 0.87 DCG = ∑
j=1
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log2( j + 1)

 NDCG penalizes the lower rank of candidates with high relevance scores !

      Evaluation Metrics



      Experimental Results
SOTA Comparison

GST in the Low-data Regime N-gram Diversity of Generated Questions



      Experimental Results

Adversarial Robustness 
(Visual FGSM attack)

Adversarial Robustness 
(Textual attack)



      Visualization of Human and Machine Conversation



Thank You !


Code: https://github.com/gicheonkang/gst-visdial

Paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.12502

https://github.com/gicheonkang/gst-visdial
https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.12502

